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RaceHub Version 2.2.0 
Released:  March 29, 2023 
Version:  2.2.0 
 

New or changed functionality 
 
Steering wheel 
 

Area Description ID 

Button 
configuration 

As a user, I can see my interaction on the wheel is being displayed in 
RaceHub 

1049 

Button 
configuration 

Improve the legacy input mode usability 
 

1423 

Shift lights Let the user know when shift lights is displaying test data 1228 

Shift lights Rework RPM LEDs in F1 2022 to match the LEDs in-game more accurate 1427 

Shift lights Rework RPM LEDs in F1 2021 to match the LEDs in-game more accurate 1433 

Flag lights Make it possible to see the actual changes on the physical wheel 1212 
1455 

 
 
Wheelbase 

Area Description ID 

Torque As a user, I can define which preset should be used at the next startup 1334 

Torque Import/export of presets 1183 

 
 
RaceHub 
 

Area Description ID 

Game setup Feedback to user when ports are saved 1299 

Game setup Improve the help text for the port input fields 1300 

Game setup User-feedback after the plugin is installed 1360 
1369 
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Game setup As a user, I can see and change the game installation path 1364 

Game setup As a user, I can add undetected games to the detected games list 1365 

Game Setup As a user, I can uninstall a plugin 1366 

Game setup It is possible to see the setup description without clicking "install plugin" 1368 

Game setup As a user, I can get help understanding which games need legacy input 
mode enabled 

1411 

Game setup As a user, I can automatically add Asetek devices to games where I don't 
get FFB 

1412 

Game setup Added tooltips 1451 
1498 

Game setup Textual improvement to the game setup page 1453 

Game setup Only possible to remove games that has been manually added or where 
the installation folder has been changed 

1474 

Miscellaneous Improved the closing sequence of RaceHub 81 

Miscellaneous As a user, I can minimize RaceHub to Windows icon/task tray 169 

Miscellaneous Easier to see when my firmware is up-to-date 1152 
1419 

Miscellaneous Support KartKraft  

Miscellaneous Support for La Prima wheelbase 1439 

Miscellaneous Simplified the device names displayed in RaceHub 1425 

Miscellaneous Add version number to the export files 1449 

Miscellaneous Support for changing one of the kinky switches to a HAT switch 1422 

Miscellaneous Disable RaceHub in full screen 299 

 
 

Bug fixes 
 

Area Description ID 

Torque Bumpstop ignored on application restart 1185 

Torque Torque Acceleration Limit sets itself to 0 1437 
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Button 
configuration 

Buttons can be configured after it has been deselected 1274 

RaceHub RaceHub's UI is misplaced in the window when returning from full screen 1105 

RaceHub Problem updating pedal firmware 1363 

RaceHub Update the enable high torque warning dialog 1389 

RaceHub Improved CPU usage while running F1 22 1480 

Steering wheel The RPM LED stays on in a strange pattern when the PC is shut down 1374 

Wheelbase Customers can't update their wheelbase firmware 1448 

Wheelbase Close i-menu after button press 1499 

 


